Behavioural and electrophysiological correlates of visuomotor learning during a visual search task.
Visuomotor association learning involves learning specific motor responses to arbitrary cues, and is dependent on a distributed and highly flexible network in the brain. We investigated the behavioural and electrophysiological correlates of arbitrary visuomotor learning in 20 normal participants. An experimental group learned an arbitrary association between a visual stimulus and a motor response during a training block. Their performance was compared with that of untrained controls on a subsequent visual discrimination task in which the learned association was a crucial element. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) were recorded from the scalp of each participant during learning and discrimination blocks. Reaction times to stimuli in the discrimination task were significantly faster in the trained group compared to controls. There was a corresponding difference in the ERP waveforms recorded during the task, with larger P3b amplitude for the trained group over midline and centroparietal scalp areas. A latency difference in P3b was also observed for trained targets compared to distractors. RTs during the training block decreased in a manner consistent with learning effects. We conclude that training of a visuomotor association facilitates subsequent performance on a related task, and that the waveform correlates found here may reflect the involvement of parts of the network underlying arbitrary association mapping.